How Children Lost The Right To Roam In
Four Generations
When George Thomas was eight he walked everywhere.
It was 1926 and his parents were unable to afford the fare for a tram, let alone the cost of a bike
and he regularly walked six miles to his favourite fishing haunt without adult supervision.
Fast forward to 2007 and Mr Thomas’s eight-year-old great-grandson Edward enjoys none of
that freedom.
He is driven the few minutes to school, is taken by car to a safe place to ride his bike and can
roam no more than 300 yards from home.
Even if he wanted to play outdoors, none of his friends strays from their home or garden
unsupervised.
The contrast between Edward and George’s childhoods is highlighted in a report which warns
that the mental health of 21st-century children is at risk because they are missing out on the
exposure to the natural world enjoyed by past generations.
The report says the change in attitudes is reflected in four generations of the Thomas family in
Sheffield.
The oldest member, George, was allowed to roam for six miles from home unaccompanied when
he was eight.
His home was tiny and crowded and he spent most of his time outside, playing games and
making dens.
Mr Thomas, who went on to become a carpenter, has never lost some of the habits picked up as a
child and, aged 88, is still a keen walker.
His son-in-law, Jack Hattersley, 63, was also given freedom to roam.

He was aged eight in 1950, and was allowed to walk for about one mile on his own to the local
woods. Again, he walked to school and never travelled by car.

By 1979, when his daughter Vicky Grant was eight, there were signs that children’s
independence was being eroded.
“I was able to go out quite freely – I’d ride my bike around the estate, play with friends in the
park and walk to the swimming pool and to school,” said Mrs Grant, 36.
“There was a lot less traffic then – and families had only one car. People didn’t make all these
short journeys.”
Today, her son Edward spends little time on his own outside his garden in their quiet suburban
street. She takes him by car to school to ensure she gets to her part-time job as a medical
librarian on time.
While he enjoys piano lessons, cubs, skiing lessons, regular holidays and the trampoline, slide
and climbing frame in the garden, his mother is concerned he may be missing out.
She said: “He can go out in the crescent but he doesn’t tend to go out because the other children
don’t. We put a bike in the car and go off to the country where we can all cycle together.
“It’s not just about time. Traffic is an important consideration, as is the fear of abduction, but I’m
not sure whether that’s real or perceived.”
She added: “Over four generations our family is poles apart in terms of affluence. But I’m not
sure our lives are any richer.”
The report’s author, Dr William Bird, the health adviser to Natural England and the organiser of
a conference on nature and health on Monday, believes children’s long-term mental health is at
risk.
He has compiled evidence that people are healthier and better adjusted if they get out into the
countryside, parks or gardens.
Stress levels fall within minutes of seeing green spaces, he says. Even filling a home with flowers
and plants can improve concentration and lower stress.

“If children haven’t had contact with nature, they never develop a relationship with natural
environment and they are unable to use it to cope with stress,” he said.
“Studies have shown that people deprived of contact with nature were at greater risk of
depression and anxiety. Children are getting less and less unsupervised time in the natural
environment.
“They need time playing in the countryside, in parks and in gardens where they can explore, dig
up the ground and build dens.”
The report, published by Natural England and the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, also
found that children’s behaviour and school work improve if their playground has grassy areas,
ponds and trees.
It also found evidence that hospital patients need fewer painkillers after surgery if they have vie
I came across this article from Mail Online which affirmed what Meow and I believed —
parents of our present times are being overly protective of their children. This had become
such a social norm that I, myself as a parent, felt compelled to conform for fear of being
labelled as a bad and irresponsible mum. Even my own parents who had never been
overly concerned before when they were raising me were cautioning me the steps I need
to take to safeguard the safety of my children.
Recently, there was a national scam involving a said couple who was kidnapping children
in our lovely Singapore. There had not been any kidnapping news for at least the last 10
years or so according to my memory. So, you can imagine the mass hysteria when this
news broke out on our tiny island. Suddenly, parents do not feel safe letting their kids play
at the playground or anywhere for that matter. And child locator devices became the next
must have item besides the iPhone.
I first received this news via an SMS from a friend. Honestly, I took no notice of it. The
message was too well structured that it didn’t seem real at all. Shortly after, I received a
phone call from my auntand mum warning me to keep a better lookout for my boys. They
had heard the kidnapping incident from the media. I was to convey the severity of the
situation to my MIL and maid. Being a less than ideal mum, it slipped my mind coz I
trusted my boys were in good hands. Then, a few days later, news broke that the entire
kidnapping incident was fabricated to create social unrest.
As the Chinese proverb says, “Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. Teach a man
to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.” Teach our children to be aware and vigilant of their
surroundings, teach them to fend for themselves and provide them with the ability to cope
with various circumstances. Through this can we be truly good parents.

